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Contributors should write in English, or be willing to have their articles translated.
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For more detailed matters of style please follow the practices of A Manual of Style, 12th edn (Chicago:
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Series editors: Richard Middleton and Dave Harker

edited by
Peter Bailey

This collection of original essays examines the development
of .the music hall industry. It looks at the managers, the performers, the social
composition of the audience, and the relationship between the industry and
the State.

Contributors: Peter Bailey, John Earl, Jeremy Crump, Dagmar Hoher,
Lois Rutherford, Susan Pennybacker, Chris Waters.
October 1986 0335151299 £8.95 pb
0335 152783 £25.00hb

edited by
J.S. Bratton

Identifies what performance and style meant to the Victorian
music hall and examines these aspects in relation to the entertainment
industry, the audience, and the ideologies of class, gender and race.
Contributors: Anthony Bennett, JaneTraies, Peter Bailey, Michael Pickering,
J. S. Bratton, Dave Harker, Lois Rutherford.
October 1986 0335151310 £8.95pb 0335 152775 £25.00 hb

OTHER TITLES IN THE SERIES

Fakesong: The Manufacture of British 'Folksong' 1700 to the Present Day
by Dave Harker
The songs working people sang were amended and often re-written by people with bourgeois
cultures and values. Dave Harker seeks to piece together the real history of our ancestors' culture.
1985 033515066 7 £8.95 pb

One Chord Wonders: Power and Meaning in Punk Rock
by Dave Laing
Punk rock is a landmark of recent British cultural and musical history. In an analysis derived from
semiology Dave Laing deals with the historical formation and meaning of Punk Rock.
1985 0335 150659 £7.95 pb
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